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INTRODUCTION – MULTA PINXIT
Standing in front of a painting is rather like meeting
a living person. The impression the work makes on
you depends mainly on the relationship you establish
with it, and only incidentally on the information everyone seems so eager to impart.
This encourages me to make the following suggestion: Perhaps you shouldn’t read this book just yet.
Why not look at the pictures first.
Get acquainted with them.
Step into their world without preconception.
If you look carefully, you will discover Christ
somewhere in the middle of the crowd, carrying the
Cross on which he will shortly be crucified.
How long will it take you to find him? The question is not as pointless as it may seem, since it suggests Bruegel took considerable pains to conceal his
central figure. Why? This is something we shall discover in due course.
The painting dates from 1564. This much you
may want to know. What little we know about
Bruegel and his life holds in a few printed pages and
a couple of entries found in sundry archives. Among
the latter is the inscription of young Bruegel among
the free-masters of Saint Luke’s Guild in Antwerp

in 1551, and another one made, twelve years later,
in the register of weddings of the church of Notre
Dame de la Chapelle in Brussels. One can still read
today, under the year 1563: Peeter Brugell/solmt/
Maryken Cocks – “Pieter Bruegel solemnized (his union with) Maryken Coeck,” daughter of the painter
and engraver Pieter Coeck van Aelst (Bruegel’s master), and of his wife Mayken Verhulst, also a painter (See appendix: “Bruegel or Brueghel”). Bruegel
had been apprenticed to Pieter Coeck before leaving for Italy.1 Fortunately for us, a number of writers, about this time, started taking an interest in the
lives of painters: Vasari in Italy and Van Mander in
the Netherlands had begun assembling biographical data, the latter for his Schilder-Boeck or “Book
of Painters,” which was only published in 1604, the
year of the author’s death.
His period, like our own, was a time of great
perplexity, seared by bitter conflicts of convictions.
And though the Church of Bruegel’s day – rent
from top to bottom, like the Temple veil in the hour
Christ died – confronted an anguished world with
the disturbing riddle of the vacant shrine, none of the
more pressing questions people were actually asking
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themselves managed to leave a trace in the art of the
day. The Protestant Churches disapproved of images
while the Catholic Church favored a forceful, affirmative rhetoric conceived to stir the heart and win the
mind. In this context Bruegel’s paintings are unique
in that they present one with one man’s entirely personal assessment.
Abraham Ortels said as much. He was the painter’s
oldest and closest friend from the Antwerp days, but
also the greatest geographer, cosmographer and mapmaker of his age. In 1573, four years after Bruegel’s
untimely death, Ortels, in tears (lugens) we are told,
delivered his eulogy in Latin: “Pieter Bruegel,” he declared, “painted many things that cannot be painted”
(multa pinxit quae pingi non possunt)…. “In all his
work there is always more matter for reflection than
there is painting” (In omnibus eius operibus intelligitur
plus semper quam pingitur).
I quote him here only to encourage you to give
your thoughts the freest possible rein. For no matter how far you wander, you will always find the
artist at your side, observing you with his characteristic, quizzical gaze, and anticipating your
next move with silent amusement. This is the way
he kept me company all the while I was writing
this book.
Take all the time you need. An hour, a month –
a year if necessary. Then, once you have studied the
painting at leisure, come back to the text and, if you
feel so inclined, we can go over the same road together, like two people strolling through the woods
and reminiscing about a friend.
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native common sense and her duty to her brother,
Margaret had a fit of tears when she heard that they
were coming. “What, Madame,” one of her advisers,
the Count of Berlaymont, admonished her, “afraid of
those beggars (gueux)?” That very evening, the term
was repeated to the parties concerned. They made it
their badge and it became the name of their rebellion: “Vivent les Gueux!” – “Long live the beggars!”
Informed of these events, Philip decided to dispatch
the Duke of Alba to Flanders. That implacable man
was already filled with loathing for this heretical
province and the preceding embassy to Madrid had
put him in a towering rage: “I contain my thoughts,”
he told the king after an encounter with the Flemish
delegation, “for such is my resentment that it might
be termed frenzy.”
Seeing that the Reformation was still making
inroads, Philip gave an extra turn to the screw after Egmont’s departure. The death sentence would
henceforth be applied to anyone convicted of selling, buying or reading any of the heretical books so
widely distributed throughout the land. The same
fate awaited anyone appealing for the pardon of
a condemned heretic – be it his own son or father.
Then, in August 1566, the iconoclasts struck and all
Flanders was shaken. In the sight of the preachers,
paintings and sculptures were no better than idols: in
a period of only three weeks, an exasperated populace
wrecked more than four hundred churches throughout Flanders, destroying sculptures and burning
countless paintings.
The Duke of Alba landed in August 1567 and, following instructions not to recoil even before the total
destruction of the country, he exterminated (according to the varying estimates of the day) between fifty
and one hundred thousand suspects and opponents
to the regime.

“It is better to ruin a country while saving it for
God and the King by means of war,” he wrote to
Catherine de Medici, “than keep it intact through
peace, for the benefit of the devil and the heretics,
his devotees.” This dry and irascible man, who always dressed in black, made such a profound impression on Flanders that even at the beginning of
the twentieth century, Flemish women would quiet
a turbulent child with a peremptory: “If you don’t
behave, the Duke of Alba will come and get you!”
But even before the arrival of the Duke, the air
was thick, anxiety palpable, and repression everywhere apparent. In Antwerp, artistic and intellectual
life was highly developed and those closest to Bruegel
were among the most brilliant figures of a learned
humanist society. They were liberal in matters of religion and some even professed a reckless tolerance
in such matters. The Reformation and all forms of
rebelliousness in religious matters were flushed out
and tracked down everywhere. The convent of the
Augustinians in Antwerp, whose former prior had
shared a cell with Martin Luther in Erfurth, had become one of the principal centers of religious opposition. In 1523 it had already given the Reformation
its two first martyrs: Henry Vaes and John van Essen,
impassive under torture, died in a bonfire on the
Brussels Grand’ Place, singing the Te Deum among
the flames. The Flemish, meanwhile, turned out to
be born printers. They swarmed all over Europe and,
in Antwerp itself, between 1500 and 1540, seventyfive Bibles were published in various languages – including forty-two in Flemish.
In view of these events, one can imagine what
the painter’s contemporaries must have felt when
they discovered the red tunics in this painting. For
these were the notorious Roode Rocx, the mercenary
police of the Spanish authorities mentioned in the
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THE JOURNEY
Bruegel was about twenty-eight years old when
he set out to discover the wide world. A journey
in those days was all at once a wonder, an ordeal,
and a revelation. Young Bruegel must have rubbed
elbows with many different peoples, heard a wide
range of languages and dialects. The journey lasted
three years and led him all the way to the Straits
of Messina, within sight of Sicily, possibly even
beyond.
After setting out by ways unknown to us, he definitely passed through Lyon (he painted a gouache
view of this city, which he offered his friend Clovio
in Rome). In the city of the Popes he found accommodations with a Croatian miniaturist, Giorgio
Glovovic, known as Giulio Clovio. During this stay,
he executed medallion representing a fleet caught
in a storm on the border of a miniature done by his
host and representing the Last Judgement.
Michelangelo, at seventy-eight, was still alive at
the time. He had completed the Last Judgement in
the Sixtine Chapel twelve years earlier, and was in
charge of the final stages of the building of Saint
Peter’s basilica since 1547. He was naturally the talk
of the town. Bruegel must have seen some of his
works and may even have glimpsed or met the old
artist. He must surely have gone to take a look at
the huge construction site of Saint Peter’s, just as he
studied the Coliseum, which he would later use as
a model for his “Tower of Babel.”
Heading back north (by way of Assisi? Arezzo?
Florence? How could he have resisted?), Bruegel,
we know for sure, made a detour to visit Bologna.
He traveled through the Ticino Valley (a drawing in
Dresden records it) and crossed the Saint Gothard
Pass (Rubens owned a painting, now lost, attesting this passage). Numerous drawings of vast alpine landscapes, some done on the spot, express

the wonder felt by this son of the plains confronted
with the tremendous horizontal and vertical immensity of the world. Two other drawings, one representing a site near Waltensburg in Switzerland,
the other a large landscape with the village of Rhuis
in the Rhineland, allow one to add two final stages
to his journey.
Van Mander mentions the admiration voiced by
the artist’s contemporaries: Bruegel, they exclaimed,
had “swallowed entire mountains and cliffs in the
course of his journey, in order to regurgitate them
later in his paintings.”3 This revelation of the immensity of the world – towering mountaintops and
endless distance – was something quite new and utterly intoxicating, a consequence, in part, of the still
recent voyages of discovery of the great seafarers.
Bruegel was dazzled by the scope of these landscapes and a number of his works (including the
series called the “months” and “The Conversion of
Saint Paul”), unfold the sort of sweeping panoramas
no other artist had imagined until then. The navigators themselves had ventured so far afield of late
that some occasionally supposed they had pierced
the furthest limits of the world.
“The Way to Calvary” also has its distance, but
the eye only finds a true opening in the left half of
the painting – on the side of life. Between the two
trees near the center we barely make out a couple
of sails heading into the bay and back to port. The
town to the left consequently opens onto the sea.
To the right, on the other hand, the further distance
is hidden from view. The hills shut off the horizon
and the houses and trees enfold the space we see,
reinforcing the closure signified by the crowd that
stands shoulder to shoulder, defining the execution
site with its black mass. And above all this, the dark
lid of the clouds.
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THE WINDMILL
The heavens, up there, turn like a mill wheel.
Cleomedes4
One detail may surprise us when we compare this
painting to that of the Monogramist. Why did
Bruegel decide to keep the odd vertical silhouette
that rises near the middle of the earlier painting –
and why did he modify it in this peculiar way? One
cannot doubt that Bruegel was aware of the work of
his anonymous predecessor (or of some other work,
which served as a model to both). But why did he
choose to draw his inspiration from this source?
Bruegel’s painting originally belonged to a burgher of Antwerp, the banker and collector Nicolas
Jonghelink – brother of the sculptor Jacques
Jonghelink who had traveled to Italy at the same
time as Bruegel. It could be seen hanging in the
banker’s stately Hof ter Berken on the Marcgravenlei,
in the city’s fashionable new district. On 21 February
1566 – hardly more than a year after having acquired
it – its owner, without letting it out of his house,
allowed a friend to use it, along with several other
paintings from his collection, as security on a loan.
The city archives have preserved the deed of this
transaction. Jonghelink might conceivably have asked
Bruegel to execute a more ambitious work based on
a model seen in the house of a friend. In any event,
Bruegel moved the disproportionately large tower
closer to the spectator and there, while preserving
roughly the same profile, he provided it with an entirely new meaning.
The mill, designed to turn on its axis to take advantage of every wind, is set atop a rock. Directly
below it, in the immediate foreground, we see a peddler sitting with his back to us, wearing a hat decorated with long pheasant feathers. He observes
the scene, seated on a flat rock damasked by the
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God, they declared. Then, once the child had grown,
this selfsame God suddenly demanded that he be
offered up to him in sacrifice. Abraham submitted. But just as he was about to slit the boy’s throat,
a hand came to rest on his arm and he discovered
a ram before him, its horns entangled in the brambles, and offered it in place of the child.
The same pattern is apparent in the story of the
Redemption. The deeper Law brooding in the abyss
demands compensation for whatever wrongs a plaintiff has endured. Now man, in the first days of creation, did immeasurable wrong to God by gaining
access to the knowledge of good and evil – a divine
prerogative to which no creature was entitled. Nor is
he rich enough in substance to compensate for what
he has done. Is the matter beyond repair, then? No.
According to the new narrative, there is a way out:
God himself, in the person of his Son, the mystic
ram, must take the place of man and placate the Law
by submitting to an equally excessive punishment.
If there is a logic to all this, it is surely a disturbing
one. Can a benevolent God really have such primitive, bloodthirsty needs? Or does some Law stand
above God himself, like the Moira – the cosmic law
of the Greeks – to which both gods and men submit? Or is it not man himself rather – man locked
into the deep dream of his community – who imagines all this as he wanders, breathless, through the
labyrinth of his representations, gradually acquiring
insight and a measure of humanity?
This is what the story of Abraham appears to suggest when one takes a closer look at it. The demand
to sacrifice Isaac derived from the practices of the
Canaanite tribes among whom Abraham was then
living. They had been offering up their first-born
sons from times immemorial – this much is confirmed by archaeology and the prophets. One offers

whatever one holds dearest to ward off the jealous
anger of fate and of the gods.
This being the case, we can now imagine a quite
different script: having been blessed with this first
and late-born child, Abraham never had the slightest intention of offering him up as local custom
required.
He could quite simply have refused to do so. But
then the grim commandment would have remained
in the books. Surely, a way had to be found to abolish it. And how? By submitting. By setting out to
do everything as custom demands, while applying
the peculiar logic of dreams which also governs the
dreams of the community and proceeds by displacement and metonymy. Each time an action is called
for, it must inevitably be accomplished. Yet it is
permissible to replace one action by another, one
victim by another, and, in the present case, a boy
by a ram. In this way, not only is Isaac saved but
the very course of the dream is changed. From then
on, in this society (with occasional exceptions), only
rams will have their throats slit.
But if Abraham’s strategy was to be effective, he
had to stick to his story and conceal his true motives.
This being so, God’s command had to be seen as
a test of faith. Abraham, it was argued, had displayed
a truly exemplary faith. This remains the official version to this day. So be it.
And here we return to the picture and to the rock
Bruegel has placed in this peculiar position. This
rock, as I have suggested, appears to stand for the
dominant power of the Law – and of the institutions
too (Church or State) which take the Law in hand
to their own ends. Frozen in mineral timelessness,
it is a key witness to this Passion scene which most
directly concerns it. It also embodies the archaic
power that remains to be circumvented, the stone
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which points a moral: “Look at those crude drunkards! Aren’t they dreadful!” or “See the shameful indifference of the crowd hastening to attend Christ’s
execution.” But Bruegel was a true philosopherpainter and never stooped to such base moralizing.
Nor did he use the long-suffering peasants he so
often painted as an excuse to point an all too obvious moral or entertain the viewer with some merely
picturesque representation. His peasants are never
caricatures, never intended as a social foil. On the
contrary, and like Jean-François Millet, that other
painter born of peasant stock, he thought them worthy of being portrayed according to the heroic canons of Michelangelo.
Most artists in his day handled bodies and faces in terms of imported aesthetic canons, which so
thoroughly imposed themselves throughout Europe
that they remained standard practice in fashionable
portrait photography well into the 1960s. And so
one might discover naked infants arranged in pretty
poses and decorative patterns around some holy figure, like so many shrimps around some transcendental fried sole. Bruegel, on the other hand, steadfastly following his own inclination, painted lumpy
new-born Flemish infants laced in their swaddling
clothes, moon-faced boys and girls bowling their
hoops down city streets, graceless adolescents lurching off into their short lives, and, all about them,
a great host of plain, untutored folk driven by
a fierce resolve to live.
But, one may wonder, whatever could have
brought on this sudden preoccupation with food
(and excretion) already encountered a few decades
earlier and in very much the same exuberant form, in
François Rabelais’ tales of Pantagruel and Gargantua
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THE CROWD
If Bruegel gathered more than five hundred characters into his painting, it was presumably because
such a profusion appeared meaningful in his sight.
We do not find only (nor even primarily) peasants in this milling crowd. There are other social
categories as well: tradesmen, notables, agricultural
and urban workers, clerics, monks, civil servants,
soldiers, artisans, beggars and gypsies – one at least,
characteristically wearing a striped blanket, walks
alongside the cart with the condemned men. Add
some forty horses, about twenty birds (not counting
the flock of starlings wheeling around the mill), and
at least eight dogs – including the bright-eyed affenpinscher near the middle, a breed already portrayed
by van Eyck and Dürer.
At the center of the painting, like the pistil at the
heart of the rose, Christ lies hidden where he fell
under the weight of his Cross. It is not time for us
to notice him. Nor does the painter himself expect
us to do so quite yet. Indeed, he rather hopes we
will fail to see him at this point. And while Christ is
obviously the most important figure of this painting,
Bruegel even went to the trouble of placing a man in
white clothes and riding a white horse just in front
of him. This white area, to which our gaze is instinctively drawn, acts like a decoy and catches our eye
so that the first thing we notice is the rider turning
around to discover the cause of the commotion behind him.
This movement of his impels us to follow his gaze.
Behind him, people are coming to blows. Just as an
automobile accident on the freeway also slows traffic on the far side of the crash barrier, this minor
incident draws more public attention than anything
else in the painting. All appear concerned: the popeyed bystanders bundled together, the militiamen on
horseback, even the children, grabbing each other by
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undertaken under controlled conditions and involving the most extreme form of fate – which is death.
Most of the time, the victims are animals. But here
we are dealing with an action more forbidden and
repugnant than any other: the murder of a son, of
the Son of God himself, making this the most radical experiment imaginable – glowing with a dreadful, supernatural radioactivity.
For Jesus, presented to the Sanhedrin in the night
preceding his death, and required to declare whether he was indeed the “Christ, the Son of God,” had
given an unambiguous answer: “You have said it,
and you shall see the Son of Man sitting at the right
hand of the Power and coming on the clouds of
heaven.” Whereupon the High Priest had torn his
clothing and solicited the opinion of the assembly,
which unanimously answered: “He deserves to die.”
This, then, was the charge the priests invoked in
their dealings with Pilate – though the prefect failed
to take it into account. The sign nailed to the Cross
to indicate the motive of the sentence refers to the
condemned man, not as “the Son of God,” but as
“Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews.” In the eyes of
Pilate the crime, assuming there was indeed a crime
(he does not appear all that sure of it), was political,
not theological.
Yet it was also as “Son of God” that Jesus was
executed, and it hardly matters, in the sight of the
dream-logic of the mythic order, that the Sanhedrin
considered this pretension irrelevant and absurd.
The idea that this man might actually be the Son
of God had not for a moment been given serious
consideration by these learned, levelheaded men.
The Gospels reveal as much. And yet these words
had in fact been uttered, this title had been claimed
before them, and that sufficed, from the point of
view of mythic representation, to make them the

involuntary actors of a scene impatiently awaiting to be performed. For the mere utterance of the
claim appointed them to initiate the crucial experiment and break the ultimate taboo by becoming the
designated executioners of the Son of God.13
This is what simple (or simple-minded) people
have always understood in holding the Jews to be
“objectively” responsible for the death of Christ.
They refuse, of course, to take the actual facts into
account (Jesus was in fact executed by the Romans),
but they show an excellent understanding of the
underlying mythic logic of the event. On the other
hand, they are reluctant to acknowledge the more
fundamental and intolerable truth of the myth
which is the following: the sages of the Jewish council were intervening, not as opponents of the will
of God, but as the unwilling delegates of the entire
human race – past, present and to come – in an unprecedented experiment, undertaken not on a man
but on a God. In mythic terms, as I have said, the
point was to conduct an experiment to establish
whether the ritual execution of the Son of God –
who, by definition, could not be subject to the forces of nature (and hence to death) – might impede
the fatal progress of the mill of time, might in short
turn out to be the grain of sand that would jam the
cogwheels of fate and, once and for all, emancipate
mankind from the influence of stellar and causal
determinism.
The crucifixion, in this view, was a mythodrama
designed to test the limits of the powers of fate
and of death, and its unfolding here turns out to
be quite as implacable as that of the tragedy of
Oedipus. The striking difference between the two
is that the event, in the case of Oedipus, unfolds
on the fictional locus of a stage, while the Passion
of Jesus is acted out in a historical time and place.
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This being so, it was also predictable that mankind would have a twofold reaction. Before the
event, it had been impatiently awaiting to discover the results of such an experiment: what would
actually happen if a God were put to death? But
after, once the action had been accomplished and
acknowledged for what the Christians held it to be,
there came a predictable recoil, followed by an irresistible need to distance oneself from the actors
of the event and to cast the blame on someone else:
the fault was Judas’s! Or Caiphas’s! Or Pilate’s! Or
the Jews’! This is also reflected in Bruegel’s painting
where most of the people can be seen trotting off to
watch the execution as if it were of no real concern
to them. They are going along “just to see what’s
going to happen.”
One goes to an execution as one might go down
to the docks to watch the departure of a ship. And
in doing so, one discovers that the outcome had
been predictable all along: having moved further
and further away from the shore, the ship finally
disappears. And the condemned man, having suffered for some time, finally dies. Whereupon those
who are left standing on the pier turn around, look
at one another, and go home. Death, like any departure, is an enigmatic moment that people are
constantly inclined to solicit, as though it might
help them resolve a question they do not quite
know how to formulate.
On the occasion of each death, of each departure,
one seems to hope that something exceptional will
finally happen. This is probably why the Christians
assert that in the hour that Jesus expired, the sun
was darkened, the earth shook, the Temple veil
was rent, and the dead stepped out of their graves
and walked through the streets. It is just the sort of
thing one might expect.

And never mind that it did not actually happen,
for more silently, secretly, inwardly, a much more
fundamental change has indeed been effected in the
substance of mythic representations: as a result of
this death, the myth of the unshakeable supremacy
of natural forces was destroyed and a meaning even
injected into the problematic and melancholy heart
of death itself. This much is suggested in a recurrent
image of Christian art that Bruegel dealt with in an
early engraving: Christ triumphant, in his halo of
glory, descends into hell while his dead body is resting in the grave. He is awaited there, with unutterable impatience, by the huge crowd of all the souls
who have died since the first days of the world.
Christ comes to them and summons them, blessing
them with a brotherly hand; the crowned devil tears
his horns out by the roots; the maw of hell gapes reluctantly and the delivered dead, besides themselves
with joy, step over its fearful teeth and venture out
to meet this new light. But the true hell in question, the one in which the image of Christ makes
its actual entrance, is neither underground nor after death. It is here and now, in everyday meaninglessness, that we are constantly expecting the ray of
meaning he stands for in this picture.
Christian tradition holds that Christ’s demise was
a victory over death. And perhaps we are to understand that the authority of nature, and of the fate
encoded in nature, found itself mythically discredited by the irruption of history (and thus of a human time and presence) into the timelessness of the
sacred aeons. In the archaic polytheistic view, the
world had been subject until then to the cycles of
the stars and of the years in an eternal reiteration
of the same. History had no real significance above
and men were the slaves of fate in an unchanging world. But now, if one was to believe the new
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perspective allowing these few square feet of ground
directly beneath our eyes to claim an entirely disproportionate importance. Yet Bruegel, having adopted
an elevated viewpoint, was in no way obliged to
place these stones where they stand, and where they
now appear to be observing the procession like so
many petrified spectators. If he did do so – and particularly if he established this equivalence of volume
and form, between this mass and the two other significant masses of the painting – he presumably had
his reasons.
When one happens upon a juxtaposition of
stones and brambles in a religious painting, one
may appropriately evoke the parable of the “sower who went forth to sow”: “And while he sowed,
some seeds fell by the way side, and the birds of the
air came and ate them up. Others fell upon stony
ground, where they had not much earth: and they
sprung up immediately because they had no deepness of earth. But when the sun was up they were
scorched, and because they had no root, they withered away. And others fell among thorns, and the
thorns grew up and choked them. But others fell
upon good ground and they brought forth fruit…”
(Matthew 13:3 seq.).
The seeds in this parable stand for the newly
emerging conception of the world. Stones and brambles refer to the qualities of heart and mind lacking
in those who fail to provide a favorable ground for
the seed, and Bruegel’s composition places them in
an immediate and geometrical relationship to the
place of execution towards which Christ is shown
moving – as if this inadequacy were one of the causes of what we see unfolding here. Yet it may be that
everything is not utterly predetermined since, “from
the very stones,” as we have seen, “God can (also)
raise up children of Abraham….”

This is perhaps the most secret connection in
a work full of connections of every kind. But Bruegel
is not making a dreary moral point. His composition establishes an interaction between the protagonists of the drama: the crowd of actors is assembled around Christ, but so are the forces that drive
them, the mill, the stone, the rock, the holy figures
of inwardness contrasting – on a horizontal axis –
with the petrified witnesses choked in thorns, just as
the town is set in opposition to Calvary, and life to
death. This is not to imply that the contradictions
driving the event will ever be lifted. They must simply be taken into account.
But what could possibly have induced Bruegel to
insert such a quotation, to accept such a recourse
to an artistic “style” of which he had always been
so sparing? Firstly, no doubt the need to express
this opposition between everyday life and a suffering, compassionate inwardness. But there could be
more. The scene Bruegel depicts in a “modern” tone
touches upon life in his own day: the repression installed by the Habsburg regime. “In the past, before the Spaniards came,” everything had been more
beautiful. “In the past” one did not execute men for
their convictions. One knew (or thought one knew)
that Christ’s death had, once and for all, imposed
a logic of brotherly tolerance. This peculiar stylistic
quotation might then be taken as the evocation of
a former century that radically contrasted, in its supposed equanimity, with everything unfolding “today” before one’s eyes. So this could be a group of
saints returning from the past to mourn the present
fate of the people of Flanders. And the condemned
man whom the Spanish militiamen are leading to his
execution is in fact a child of this Virgin of bygone
days, who cannot bear to see what is being done to
a land that had once been her own.
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MATER DOLOROSA
Bruegel painted two Virgins in 1564. One of them
is found in the splendid “Adoration of the Magi”
of the National Gallery in London. In it, the Magi,
with faces as rugged as the trunk of an age-old olive
tree or an eroded sea-cliff, are welcomed by a freshfaced Virgin radiant with the powerful sensuality
of recent motherhood. The other is the one we see
here, aged, ashen-faced and utterly decomposed.
Both faces are original to Bruegel, devoid of any
clear stylistic derivation. Italian art, to be sure,
had lent its Virgins a new sensuality – but they always remained exceedingly chaste. The Virgin of
Bruegel’s “Adoration,” like some ripe fruit, is swollen with a triumphant carnal fullness. One cannot
help remembering that Bruegel’s wife, at the age
of twenty, had just given birth to their first child.
It also appears that Bruegel, in these two paintings
done the same year, chose to present the same face
at two different ages and in two different circumstances. The fact that the position of the head is
identical in both paintings makes this appear all the
more likely.
While the Virgin of the Passion is indeed embedded in an admirable stylistic quotation, she offers an expression of suffering which Bruegel did
not have to borrow from anyone else, having clearly
found it within himself.
The greatest suffering is not always the one that
moves one most. Beyond a certain threshold, the
pain vanishes into the night of things hard to imagine. Most likely it frightens us.
We find Bruegel’s Virgin in a specific setting and
surrounded by a number of well-defined figures,
and it is with this in mind that we must attempt
to understand her role. Here then, confronting
the implacable mechanics of Law and Institutions
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(misleadingly signified by a modest mill), confronting the mindless power of Cause (signified by the
rock that supports it), confronting the brutal indifference of the human species (signified by the
stones, lined up like so many silent witnesses among
the brambles and the weeds), there finally appears
a force that resists: a feminine and motherly force
which is all awareness, solicitude and anticipation
of the future. This future, which first came into being in the gaze and attitudes of the mother, is a new
region of the world, utterly unfamiliar to Cause and
Law. And how could these two know it when they
themselves do not serve any end, being merely what
they are, occurring as they occur and being answerable to themselves alone: miserationis parcissimae,
the Romans used to say, referring to the stars, “most
sparing of compassion – inexorable.” But here, at
the very heart of cause, a power ferments that will
break their hold on events.
Thanks to this feminine awareness, signified
here by Mary, the future begins to develop in the
world as a new power. But it is Mary we see here,
crushed for a while by the unfeeling and momentarily triumphant power of Law and Cause.
Bruegel’s painting depicts this confrontation
between automatic reflex and awareness, between
power and relationship, between past and future.
The mother’s hopes are shattered and she herself
remains prostrate before us. But in the realm of
myth, at least, the Law of Cause has been broken
by the death of the Son. The fatal mill that turns in
our heads has finally ground to a halt, its stone has
stopped turning and we realize that life and a true,
authentic future can only come to bloom through
the occasional breaches that inventive circumstan
ces open in the monolithic body of the Law.
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Another day of hard work. Six in the morning. Only

obscured by dozens of figures in the foreground (this

a few degrees outside, damp and windy. Since dawn

is one of the things the great painter and philosopher

hundreds of extras, stuntmen, the crew, technicians,

wishes to tell us – the most important events happen

dogs and horses have been at the ready. Preparations

amid the chaos of the everyday, unnoticed by the peo-

are under way to film the procession – Bruegel shows

ple of the time. A similar idea lies behind his famous

it in the very middle of the painting, although it is

“Fall of Icarus,” where we have to strain our eyes
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to make out the hero’s arm and legs barely emerging

come the words “camera, action” and the procession

from the troubled sea). Majewski checks the camera

sets off. The effect is stunning – Bruegel’s world has

positions and the light, and explains to the extras how

come alive! Really! This can be seen on the faces of

the whole thing should look. But it still is not right,

the actors and extras, in their movements and com-

still different from his vision, which irritates him.

mitment. “Cut!” shouts Majewski, “and may you be

Finally, though, after endless checking and measuring

forgiven for the rest!” he adds, visibly moved.
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